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2:22 Studies with RNA Drops showing measurable changes in

any physiological functions.
Found early on that so many different things happen; everyone
does their own study.
Nick Gonzalez example of pancreatic cancer treatment
Not interested in a study 
n=1 for each study
Can't get a standardized generalization.
Been on Drops for a week; don't know if anything is happening
Is there anything that conflicts with RNA Drops?
Like low level laser?
We've never heard of any conflict. It's a good - fermented
barley sprouts - with a non-physical component.
The mind does not have to be involved at all.
Stem cells aren't a cure - they can take care of problem - but the
person needs to change their attitude and lifestyle

16:10 Prostate gland
Problem started when I was 22 years old
Body builder messed around with steroids.
He said steroids didn't cause the issue.
Type A people have this; messes with tendons around prostate.
Was on antibiotics for it.
Works at GNC.
Urine flow improved with supplements somewhat.
Hormone fluctuations; not optimal.
Yeast overgrowth for young men with prostate.
Very mineral deficient, especially magnesium.
Led to inflammation; gave antibiotics; which leads to yeast

Get Magnesium RBC Test
RNA Drops would allow you to make perfect cells without
the prostate issue.
Sleeps well with RNA Drops.

You are back in charge.
27:05 Total Biology

Mother with dementia. Would like to test these with her.
135 lbs and is 81 years old. Slow creeping dementia.
1 drop twice a day and increase by one drop a week.
She might get up to 6-10 drops twice a day.
Use your own intuition.
If she has no awareness of what she's intending, how would
that work?
That's so much better cause mind doesn't get in the way.

drcarolyndean.com

Prozac depletes seratonin and antihistamines

overgrowth. Natural anti-fungals, yeast diet, probiotics.
ReMag and ReLyte

Synchronicities happening.

Book - Biogeneology by Patrick Obissier



30:52 Effects of physical contact with someone who is taking RNA
Drops. 
Spontaneous rejection of pharmaceuticals coincided with
Michael starting them.
Noah started taking one drop in water for the week.
Today he created several videos and began playing piano in a way
I have never heard.
Physical contact with someone taking the drops - you are 
breathing your exhalation. That's how everyone on the drops
is helping the Universe, helping people you thought you'd
never help.

33:00 Had fainting in shower after doing hair for all days.
Cramps in calves.
Magnesium oils. Drinking much h2o.
Taking ionic magnesium from health food store.
Sounds like you experienced poisoning from chemicals.
Magnesium was pulling toxins out of your muscles.

35:27 Best friend with phobia of being attacked and external world.
Buries herself in her house with furniture up against her door.
Took RNA Drops and within 5 days paranoia went away.
First time in 17 years.

We don't recommend Drops for children unless they are in
a conflict.
Under 4 years of age, third of adult dose.

38:45 Vaginal Yeast Infection
Regret that I didn't express my resentment toward somebody.

Formula online - tsp in a pint of water, approximately

41:55
They aren't that significant.

is disappearing over time.
44:50 Sneaking Drops in December 2012
45:17

number.
46:23 Chromosome 14 is responsible for creating the enzyme that

They are a contrite way of displacing knowing.
49:00 Salt on my good is super salty.

Greg couldn't deal with salt water in the ocean.
Balancing of the salt with minerals.

52:31 Mind implementing imperfection; holding on to symptoms?
Afraid to let pain go because I won't have contrast for joy.

53:15 Yeast Infection - 

ReMag and ReLyte for very young children.

ReLyte and ReMag are so low potency and apply RDA.

Simple boric acid douching

Will change pH for most types of  vaginitis
Does iON ever talk about RNA Drops and telomeres

Telomeres are a less than position where you think something

Can we tell someone they are unmuted. First 3 digits of phone

lengthens the telomeres

If you have cramps, iON said to eat salty food.



Douche with three drops in a syringe; laying so she can hold it
in.

No stinging with the sweat.
54:57 Total Biology - Food poisoning

Something being activated or something wants to get out.

ReLyte, it doesn’t taste salty. Doesn't get white ring.

Food poisoning could be a detoxifier.
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